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Abstract. My work addresses the question of how to improve programming notations and en-
vironments used for developing interactive systems. I focus on representing the control flow in
interactive programs in the hope that it will improve the programmer’s ability to understand how
their programs work. My thesis is that offering programmers the ability to create and manipu-
late multiple ad-hoc views of the control flow is the right way to go, where current programming
languages and environment each choose one particular view.
1 Introduction
We are interested in GUI programmers, who build interactive software with high demands on
behavior [19] and graphics [6]. One of their main difficulties is with external control flows:
the execution order of instructions depends on users’ actions or other external conditions. This
conflicts with the imperative functional paradigm, and one needs workarounds such as callbacks:
subprograms do not call each other but ask to be activated under certain conditions. As a result,
one can not follow the execution flow straightly, and need to track all subscriptions (problem
known as the “spaghetti of callbacks”[21]).
This problem is particularly crucial when it comes to changing existing code. One needs to
understand causal relationship before selecting the instructions that need editing: “What should
I change in code to change this background color?” , “What happens if I alter this line of code?”.
In the next part, we will introduce a work scenario highlighting this problem. We will then
review how others have addressed this problem, then present our angle and current results.
1.1 Work Scenario
Annette is coding an half-pie menu to navigate hierarchical data structure on the side of a
tabletop system (as described in [13]). A colleague of hers has successfully implemented the
menu with arrow button navigation. She is now adding a direct manipulation scrolling to her
Menu. She notes a weird flickering in the motion of menu items.
The drag callback of the dragged MenuItem updates the MenuItem position, as well as
the offset of the MenuLevel, other MenuItems are notified through an Observer (problem:
spaghetti of callbacks). The problem comes from Menu Item embedding a “slow in /slow out”
animation in position accessor, viz. setting the position of an Item launches an animation to
reach new position (problem: machinery in seemingly innocuous code). This code was
introduced for the step-by-step scrolling with buttons. The control flow interesting Annette is
spread across two files, five functions, with inversions of control that make the control flow hard
to follow.
2 State of the art
Studying programmer practice shows that they spend most of their time editing existing code,
and thus trying to understand it [26]. A number of works have tackled program understand-
ing in different communities: Programming Languages, Psychology of Programming, Software
Engineering, Software Visualization.
A first class of tools promote a top-down approach to reduce information complexity1. This
started with structured programming (that aimed at “intellectual manageability” [27]), and con-
tinued with Object-Oriented Programming and associated languages (Smalltalk, etc.) This ap-
proach is also at work in scene graph-based GUI toolkits. With this structured approach a
limited set of object is manipulated at each level of structure in the program.
A second class of tool claim for a paradigm shift to empower the user by gathering in-
structions according to higher level relationship (increase locality). This class includes logical
programming (Prolog, constraints in GUI Toolkits [20]), dataflow (Intuikit[6], ICon [9]), or re-
active programming (Squeak[4], Esterel [10]). In the same way, some use existing models such
as Statecharts [12, 2] or Petri nets [22] to describe GUI behavior.
Alternatively some take into account that programs are composed of a set of concerns that
can not all be reflected in the main decomposition. They try to increase locality of so-called
cross-cutting concerns or control flows. This multidimensional structure may be achieved by a
conceptual paradigm shift (Aspect-Oriented Programming[14], Role Modeling[1]), other focus
on presentation (CodeBubble[3], CodeCanvas[8]) or static analysis of code (Concern Graph[25]).
Ko worked on debugging tools and highlight the potential of providing causal relationship ab-
straction to help developers understand a program [16].
Ultimately, studies shows programmer organizing his work in task and sub-task and deter-
mining a working set of artifact concerned by his current task [15].
3 Chosen Approach
3.1 Goal
My review of the state of the art suggests an evolution toward understanding the concept of
locality as relative to a given task. At one precise moment, programmers are only interested in a
few causality relations: “how moving a finger will scroll this lists elements?”, “which components
alter this variable value?”, etc. This can be illustrated by the two scenarios below:
Version1: Annette ask the system to show link between finger coordinate and a circle
coordinate. She notes that the path include a "smooth animation" dataflow boxes used to provide
a "slow in / slow out" animation for the step by step version. This combined with sampling from
tactile screen lead to flicker.
Version2: In a dataflow environment, Annette plugs the coordinates of fingers and circle on
to a plotting view, then performs a drag and inspect the two curves. At a sufficient zoom level,
she sees that sampling produce a common piecewise-constant function and the other curve is
smoother following a "rotated atan" pattern. She identified this pattern as “slow-in / slow-out”
and starts locating it to correct the bug.
In this context, my approach consists in trying to design programming tools that support
relative locality, using design techniques from the user interface design community. Using sce-
narios such as the one above, I try to formulate the problem using a set of abstractions that
capture the requirements, then I apply iterative design and evaluation methods.
3.2 Thesis: all we need is view
We studied other framework or guidelines for programming tools, such as Cognitive Dimen-
sions of Notation [11], Cognitive Question in Software Visualization [23] or guidelines for error-
preventing programming system [17]. We compared usability requirement of computing-oriented
and interactive-oriented programming tools in [18] to illustrate similarities and differences in re-
quirement in these two families of systems. We concluded on the importance of locality that we
define: “A local representation of a relationship is a representation in which a visual variable effi-
ciently support perception of this relationship.” Our definition of view is a variant of Reenskaug’s
1 italicized words are concepts from the framework sketched in [18]
definition in MVC[24]: “a view is a (visual) representation of its program. It would ordinarily
highlight certain attributes of the program and suppress others. It is thus acting as a presentation
filter”. Representation may include dynamic data extracted from the program lifecycle: history,
translations, execution machinery2 ; still in the idea of improving understanding of the program.
Depending on the nature of data represented (static or dynamic) or representation (invertible
[7]), views may be editable and change underlying program.
Facing the variety of abstraction levels and concerns, my thesis is that in order to main-
tain intellectual manageability we need multiple views, one for each type of question that the
programmer is addressing at a given time. The views can be made of text or graphics.
Thus we face the problem of providing representation and offering manipulation of the rep-
resentation and of the program. We aim to provide a coherent set of views and handle to fit the
programmer need to manage all the angles of his programs.
3.3 Method
I practice participatory design to target usable tools. I wrote down scenarios (as presented in
1.1) from interviews and observation of UI programmer. A part of these scenarios anticipate
the arising need for dynamically configured multi-devices app (spreading for a while as proof-of-
concept). Part of the conceptual complexity induced by such systems is addressed by a toolkit
my lab is designing: an interacting component model assembled in a scene graph embedding be-
havior [5]. We used scenarios to imagine and design program visualization (textual or graphical,
alterable or passive); editor and translator features, or more conceptual ideas.
4 Current results
Based on users’ wishes, I first explored traditional text views — syntax of programming languages
— with direct mapping to a scene graph. I explored different (not exclusive) tracks: emphasis on
terseness through tiny syntax and default arguments, binding using visual clues (indentation),
dataflow constraints.
r : Rectangle {
x :10 y :10 w:20 h :20
behavior : Statemachine {
i d l e : State {
Trans i t i on {on : r . p r e s s ; to : dragging }
}
dragging : State {
Connector { in : system . mouse . x out : r . x}
Connector { in : system . mouse . y out : r . y}




Fig. 1. Example of lightweight tree syntax. This program display a draggable rectangle.
I then worked on more pictorial views of scene graphs and developed a component tree
view with an overlay representing dynamic transfer control across the tree. A concern with
this tree-oriented views is the differentiation between hierarchy and control transfer relations.
Hierarchy provide structure (abstraction and names) as well as control transfer between parent
and descendent. Thus, when focusing on control transfer, the tree representation emphasizes a
distinction where it is not needed.
2 the running application is also a view of the program.
Consequently I investigated graph representations of components to avoid this difference.
This work is a straightforward application of the above mentioned concept of view. The whole
program is presented as a big and dense graph. This graph can be filtered different way: abstrac-
tion of nodes in higher-level nodes, selection of specific node of interest, selection of transfer of
control (edge) according to their nature (initialization, dataflow, network)3. Figure 2 shows an
example of extracting dataflow control transfers from a control flow graph. Based on this, I am
exploring the hypothesis that language syntaxes each privilege some types of arcs and hide the
others.
Fig. 2. Highlight of dataflow control transfer among the complete graph of interaction between entities.
5 Future work
We consider designing and implementing more complex pattern and transformation on the graph
view. We are thinking of displaying profiling informations, as well as linking our view with exist-
ing models representation (Statecharts, ICon dataflow[9]) either by dedicated views or through
“morphing” on the graph. We are rather confident in the use of several notation to answer the
varied task of programming.
Until now, I have evaluated my work informally using framework listed in 3. These frame-
works relying on trade-offs between dimensions are useful at design-time but I would like to
provide objective evaluation and comparison between my solutions and toward other tools. Thus
I am seeking for qualitative (Bertin?) or quantitative criteria (LOC, what else ?) and wonder
if experimental evaluation would be possible / profitable. Especially with the ultimate goal of
comparing “whole programming systems”.
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